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SENTRY MBA
RSA FraudAction analysts have traced a modular and customizable account checking system that
is offered openly and at no cost both in the underground and on the open web. Named Sentry
MBA, and although this software is at least 2 years old, it has recently been gaining momentum
and appears to hold wide interest in the fraud community. The automated system allows a
fraudster to check multiple compromised accounts, to customize the list of targeted entities, and
to tailor the way each site is approached and checked. In essence, this is a form of brute-force
attack software that attempts to log in to multiple accounts with a long list of compromised
credentials.
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The system is modular, and works with configuration files that define the target and the exact
approach for the attempted login. An example of a versatile module offered for Sentry MBA is an
OCR image recognition module that can read the image presented in a CAPTCHA security
challenge, using an open source module named Tesseract, and leveraging a number of
authorization service databases (including Strongbox) in order to automate getting past the
protection. Other modules available in the Sentry MBA suite provide support for JavaScript and for
Ajax to help handle more complex sites and sophisticated multiple step login mechanisms.
While the main Sentry MBA framework is available for free in numerous sites and forums, the
configuration files are offered for sale as a service (FaaS) in forums and underground
marketplaces, and a few ready-made configuration files are offered for free.
The Sentry.mba website offers a repository for the software as well as config files and combo lists
that target major popular retail brands, media services and such. One must first register with the
site before being able to upload or download any of the files. In order to carry out transactions in
the site, one must purchase Sentry MBA ‘Gold’ internal currency.
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Typical prices for Sentry MBA config files
Brand/Business type

Config Type

Sentry MBA Gold

Dollars

Major retail chain

API Proxyless

250

$2.08

Major retail chain

plain config

25

$0.21

Major fast-food chain

API

50

$0.42

Media download site

Proxyless

15

$0.12

Social media site

Proxyless

15

$0.12

Gaming site

gaming

1999

$16.66

Stock photos site

proxyless

250

$2.08

** $1.00 = 120 ‘Gold’
In addition to the main resource website, Sentry MBA appears to have wide support in fraud
communities on Facebook and in the underground. One can easily find config files and combo lists
offered for sale, as well as a few ‘freebies’ in many forums and communities around the world our analysts found examples in French, Arabic, Spanish, Russian, and Chinese speaking forums
and groups. Questions and discussions seen in Sentry MBA focused community groups on
Facebook provide real-time feedback to the developers of the software, which may explain the
fairly frequent version updates and fixes that have been released over the last 2 years.
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Advertised Sentry MBA Features
(condensed from the Sentry MBA ReadMe document)


Supports Ajax



Full OCR support - Supports Fixed Captcha OCR sites (for example, sites that use
Strongbox – database included) by user configurable database, "Acquire Images" engine
allows updating the database for fixed captcha sites. Ability to train Tesseract for specific
fonts.



Supports HTTPS and SOCKS 4A/5



Advanced configuration of all the engine stages using special variables



Fully configurable Keyword Capture (useful for premium account details) and advanced
special Keyword Matching



Supports configurable Form JavaScript Redirect (useful to reach premium account page)



Supports multiple additional form redirects, (to call additional URLs and capture keys from
multiple pages)



Supports advanced custom Parsing Code



Advanced Proxy Analyzer - special cleaning and filtering functions, including proxy filtering
by IpFilter (IpFilter tweaked for Sentry is included)



Other unique features that you must discover by yourself

Prerequisites


Sentry MBA software



Config file – [*.ini] file containing specific parameters for your target site



Combo list - list of compromised emails/passwords



Proxy list – list of proxy addresses used to be used to disguise the origin of the attack

Method – Using Sentry MBA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Download and install the Sentry MBA package
Import .ini config: Settings -> General -> Load Settings from Snap Shot (*.ini)
Import the Proxy list: Lists > Proxylist
Import a Combo list:
Go to Progression, and set the number of bots (set between 15-30 bots so the Proxy will not
ban you for too high a rate)
Click Start
Click Start a Bruteforce Session in the popup dialog, select Use the Progression Position.
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